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1.) Are Christians today as devoted to church as in times past? Where do people express devotion today 

(a steadfast and single-minded fidelity to a certain course of action)? 

2.) Local churches come in a variety of traditions and worship styles. How free are we to reshape the 

church for our time? 

3.) Luke is clearly describing the church as a thing of beauty, something that is attractive. What was he 

saying was attractive? 

4.) Christians shared many practices with other groups. What set them apart? 

5.) Salem’s has roots in German pietism. What value is there in understanding our church’s history? 

6.) Why do these practices confirm (strengthen) faith, as John Calvin suggests? 

7.) What does it mean to be apostolic? How is Salem part of the one, holy, universal, and apostolic 

church (Nicene Creed)? 

8.) Why do people sometimes put down academic study of the Bible? Is there some truth in their 

criticism? 

9.) Is continuing in the Apostles’ teaching the same as simply studying the Bible? 

10.) The 3000 publicly identified with the apostles in the Temple courts. Why is public testimony so 

important? Can a person be a secret Christian? 

11.) Koinonia is communion, a “wonderful blessed intimacy”. What is the source of this closeness among 

Christians? 

12.) Intimacy with God, conversing with God, why would this become the hallmark of Christian prayer? 

13.) What form should Christian generosity take in our time? Are we faithful enough with all we’ve been 

given? 

14.) Is our form of economic order in tune with the Bible? 

15.) What do you think of the Christians continue to worship as Jews?  

16.) What gave the early Christians singleness of heart? Why was that so powerful? 

17.) What do you think of Marshall’s statement that the NT gathering was mainly “for the benefit of the 

people taking part; there is less mention of the worship of God, although of course this element was not 

absent”? 

18.) Should we expect “uninterrupted church growth”? 

19.) What is the power of joy? 



 


